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In biological sciences, the computers are nowadays exploited for a large variety of
data processing tasks. Furthermore, computer models of biological systems can
be built to connect the experimental data from different sources and deepen our
understanding of the phenomenon of interest. This thesis deals with computer
modeling of enzyme catalysis, in particular with the enzymes involved in the
little-understood steps of aromatic compound metabolism.
According to the transition state theory, the kinetics of a chemical reaction
can be related to its energy profile. The relation between conformation and
energy in computer models is often imagined as a landscape with valleys and
saddle points. In order to find the reaction mechanism of a chemical reaction,
the goal is to connect two valleys, which represent initial and final state of the
reaction.The catalytic power of an enzyme lies in its ability to guide the reaction
through a low-energetic pathway, which is more feasible than a mechanistically
different reaction in solvent. Especially finding the right transition states along
this pathway is a challenging task.
A large number of reaction path search methods has been described in liter-
ature. Conjugate peak refinement (CPR) is one of the chain-of-states methods
that aim at connecting two stable states by a discretized chain of structures.
Based on energy and gradient along the discretized path, CPR is able to progres-
sively approach and identify all transition states (saddle points) on the reaction
pathway and thus deliver the energy profile of the reaction in question. Herein
presented PyCPR variant of CPR was developed to find catalytic paths within
hybrid QM/MM models of enzyme-substrate complexes using versatile python-
based framework pDynamo. PyCPR was able to correct the previously reported
transition state of 4-hydroxyphenylacetate enzymatic radical decarboxylation.
Furthermore, PyCPR identified the most probable mechanism of key steps in
aromatic phenazine biosynthesis and anaerobic aromatic compound degradation.
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2 Summary
Phenazines are aromatic secondary metabolites that play important role in
bioenergetics as well as in survival and virulence of the bacteria that produce
them. The tricyclic phenazine skeleton is formed in a branch of aromatic acid
biosynthesis by condensation of two cyclohexene rings with adjacent amino and
keto groups. The last step before this condensation is catalyzed by isomerase
PhzF, which performs two subsequent side-specific proton transfers. QM/MM
calculations presented here identified the first step as a quantitative transfer of
a proton between two carbons via a glutamate residue. The intermediate state
with a proton on the glutamate is high-energetic, which explains why a pericyclic
mechanism was originally proposed. The second enol-keto isomerization step
also involves the glutamate residue together with an active-site water molecule.
The theoretical results are in line with kinetic measurements. The involvement
of the glutamate explains stereospecific product formation suggested by NMR
experiments.
Degradation of aromatic compounds is, especially at anoxic conditions, a dif-
ficult task for bacteria. The BamB-I complex was postulated to use electron
bifurcation scheme to drive the benzoyl-CoA reduction at a very low redox po-
tential. The structurally characterized catalytic subunit BamB contains tungsten
in the catalytic site. The complete ligand sphere of the tungsten, as well as the
detailed catalytic mechanism was so far unclear. I tested a large number of BamB
mechanism variants using continuum-electrostatic and QM/MM methods. In the
end, the most probable mechanism can be proposed. In addition, based on the
calculations presented in this thesis, the previously uncertain small inorganic lig-
and was identified as a water molecule. The mechanism involves a hydrogen
atom transfer from the proposed aqua ligand of the tungsten to the aromatic
ring forming a radical intermediate. Second electron transfer directly follows and
is accompanied by protonation from nearby histidine residue. Although unusual
among the tungsten enzymes, the proposed mechanism is in line with the ex-
pected two-electron chemistry. Together, this thesis establishes a methodology
to study mechanisms of enzyme catalysis and concurrently brings new light into
mechanistic details of key reactions in aromatic compound metabolism.
Zusammenfassung
In den Biowissenschaften werden Computer heute für eine Vielzahl von Daten-
verarbeitungsaufgaben genutzt. Außerdem können Computermodelle von biologi-
schen Systemen erstellt werden, um die experimentellen Daten aus verschiedenen
Quellen zu verbinden und unser Verständnis des Phänomens von Interesse zu ver-
tiefen. Die vorliegende Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der Computermodellierung von
Enzymkatalyse, insbesondere mit den Enzymen, die an den wenig verstandenen
Schritten des Stoffwechsels von Aromaten beteiligt sind.
Aufgrund der Übergangszustandstheorie kann die Kinetik einer chemischen
Reaktion mit ihrem Energieprofil verbunden werden. Die Beziehung zwischen
Konformation und Energie in Computermodellen wird oft als eine Landschaft
mit Tälern und Sattelpunkten berchrieben. Um den Reaktionsmechanismus einer
chemischen Reaktion zu finden, müssen zwei Täler verbunden werden, die den
Anfangs- und Endzustand der Reaktion darstellen. Die katalytische Kraft eines
Enzyms liegt in seiner Fähigkeit eine Reaktion durch einen niederenergetischen
Weg zu führen, der günstiger ist als eine mechanistisch unterschiedliche Reaktion
im Lösungsmittel. Übergangszustände auf diesem Weg zu finden ist eine beson-
ders anspruchsvolle Aufgabe.
Eine große Anzahl von Methoden für Reaktionspfadsuche ist in der Litera-
tur beschrieben. Conjugate Peak Refinement (CPR) ist eine der chain-of-states-
Methoden, die darauf zielen, zwei stabile Zustände durch eine diskretisierte Ket-
te von Strukturen zu verbinden. Aufgrund von Energie und Gradienten entlang
des diskretisierten Weges kann CPR schrittweise alle Übergangszustände (Sattel-
punkte) auf dem Reaktionsweg identifizieren und dabei das Energieprofil der Re-
aktion liefern. Die PyCPR-Variante der CPR, die in diese Arbeit präsentiert wird,
nutzt das pythonbasierte Framework pDynamo. Es wurde entwickelt, um katalyti-
sche Wege innerhalb hybrider QM/MM-Modelle von Enzym-Substrat-Komplexen
zu finden. PyCPR konnte den Übergangszustand in der enzymatischen Radikal-
decarboxylierung von 4-Hydroxyphenylacetat korrigieren sowie den wahrschein-
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lichsten Mechanismus der wichtigsten Schritte in der aromatischen Phenazin-
Biosynthese und in dem anaeroben Aromatenabbau identifizieren.
Phenazine sind aromatische Sekundärmetaboliten, die sowohl eine wichtige
Rolle in Bioenergetik als auch in Überleben und Virulenz den Bakterien spielen.
Das tricyclische Phenazinskelett wird über einen Zweig der Synthese von aromati-
schen Aminosäuren durch Kondensation von zwei Cyclohexenringen mit benach-
barten Amino- und Ketogruppen gebildet. Der letzte Schritt vor dieser Konden-
sation wird durch die Isomerase PhzF katalysiert, die zwei aufeinanderfolgende
seitenspezifische Protonentransfers durchführt. Die QM/MM-Berechnungen iden-
tifizierten den ersten Schritt als quantitative Übertragung eines Protons zwischen
zwei Kohlenstoffen über einen Glutamatrest. Der Zwischenzustand mit einem
Proton auf dem Glutamat ist hochenergetisch, was erklärt, warum ein pericy-
clischer Mechanismus ursprünglich vorgeschlagen wurde. Der zweite Enol-Keto-
Isomerisierungsschritt beinhaltet auch den Glutamatrest zusammen mit einem
Wassermolekül. Die theoretische Ergebnise stehen im Einklang mit kinetischen
Messungen und die Beteiligung des Glutamats erklärt die stereospezifische Pro-
duktbildung, die auf Grund von NMR-Experimente vorgeschlagen wird.
Der Abbau von Aromaten ist, besonders unter anoxischen Bedingungen, eine
schwierige Aufgabe für Bakterien. Der BamB-I-Komplex verwendet vermutlich
ein Bifurkationschema, um die Benzoyl-CoA-Reduktion bei niedrigem Redoxpo-
tential zu treiben. Die katalytische Untereinheit BamB enthält Wolfram im ka-
talytischen Zentrum. Der katalytischer Mechanismus von BamB, sowie die voll-
ständige Ligandensphäre des Wolframs, waren bisher unklar. Eine große Anzahl
von Mechanismusvarianten wurde mit kontinuumelektrostatischen und QM/MM
Methoden getestet. Darüber hinaus kann vorgeschlagen werden, dass der bisher
ungewisse kleine anorganische Ligand ein Wassermolekül ist. Der wahrschein-
lichste Mechanismus beinhaltet einen Wasserstoffatomtransfer aus dem vorge-
schlagenen Aqua-Liganden des Wolframs zu dem aromatischen Ring, wobei ein
Radikalzwischenprodukt gebildet wird. Der zweite Elektronentransfer folgt direkt
und wird von einer Protonierung aus dem nahe gelegenen Histidinrest begleitet.
Obwohl untypisch, ist der Mechanismus in Übereinstimmung mit der erwarteten
Zwei-Elektronen-Chemie. Gemeinsam beschreibt diese Arbeit eine Methodik zur
Untersuchung von Mechanismen der Enzymkatalyse und bringt neues Licht in
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NEB Nudged elastic band
NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance
PAH Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
PES Potential energy surface
PyCPR Python-based conjugate peak refinement
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1. Computers in Modern Bioscience
For billions of people on Earth, computers have become part of their everyday
life. Although many of the today’s computer users consider them merely as
means of entertainment or communication, computers were originally developed
by scientists to make the complex mathematical calculations possible. It would
be surprising if the power of the modern computers was not utilized for complex
calculations in wide variety of scientific disciplines till now. The major theme of
this thesis is the application of the computer power to solve complex problems of
biochemistry and molecular biology, in particular the mechanistic details of key
catalytic steps in aromatic compound mechanism in bacteria.
The computers are employed for two general, partly overlapping, purposes in
bioscience:
(i) Data processing – harvesting new information from experimental data
(ii) Modeling – explaining experimental observations with a computer model
In the following paragraphs, I provide a brief overview of applications of comput-
ers within these two categories. The goal here is not to give an exhaustive list of
computer applications in bioscience, but rather to place the topic of this thesis
into a broader context.
Data Processing Apart from rather trivial applications such as arithmetics
and statistics in spreadsheet calculator or data point plotting and fitting, the
computers are utilized for many difficult data processing tasks in bioscience.
Probably the most well known and cited1 data processing application of the
computers in life science is in the gene sequence alignments. Since the amount of
gene sequences stored in public databases is enormous and it is still growing, this
field becomes more important and challenging. Biologists usually want to extract
information about genetics and evolution from the genetic sequence data. On
7
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the other hand, for a biochemist, the most valuable information is the relation
between protein or nucleic acid sequence and its structure and function. Several
approaches attempt to combine sequence and structural data in order to assign
function to uncharacterized proteins.2
A complementary field to the genetics is proteomics, which seeks information
about proteins present in various circumstances in the cell or its compartments.
The protein content of desired compartment is isolated, proteolytically cleaved
and analyzed by mass spectrometry. Computers play an irreplaceable role not
only in peak detection in raw data, but more importantly in the subsequent data
mining process where proteins present in the sample are identified from the set of
fragments detected by the spectrometer.3 Furthermore, the data from proteomic
studies are made publicly available and can be further processed in computational
studies.4
Computers also find progressively more application in scientific image pro-
cessing. They can be used not only for improving the image quality, but also
for extracting quantitative information out of large image sets such as cell plate
photographs or DNA chips.5 Specific category of images are those obtained from
high-resolution cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM). The images are processed to
obtain better resolution in the first stage. 3D structure can be reconstructed from
a series of images in the second stage.6
Modeling Computer models try to explain experimental observations by a
model that can capture experimentally inaccessible features of the phenomenon
in study. Most of the experimental approaches in biochemistry can be viewed as
a black box (Figure 1.1). We know what are the inputs and outputs of the experi-
ment, however, our knowledge of what is happening in detail inside the black box
(i.e. our sample) is limited. Even without computers involved, the researchers
often build a working model based on combination of experimental findings. A
model is an idealized representation of the real system that covers its certain
aspects in order to help us understand the macroscopic behavior of the real sys-
tem. Computers are employed to build models of certain aspects of biological
systems with intention to explain macroscopic experimental observations, such
as change in absorption spectra upon reduction, loss of enzyme activity caused
by a mutation, or substrate specificity on an enzyme.
Cryo-electron microscopy discussed above represents together with X-ray crys-
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Figure 1.1. (a) The black box problem – the inputs are known, the outputs can be
observed, but the microscopic details of the process are hidden. (b) In experimental
biochemistry, for instance, when two different substrates are mixed with the same en-
zyme in the reaction tube, two different rate curves are measured. (c) A computational
model built based on the structure of the enzyme can explain microscopic details that
cause the macroscopic change in the reaction rate curves.
tallography and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) structure determination a
bridge from pure experimental data processing by computers to computer model-
ing based upon experimental data. For instance, atomistic protein models can be
built based on the 3D images by fitting known crystal structures of individual ele-
ments into a 3D image of a protein complex.6 If the resolution is high enough, an
atomistic protein model can be built de novo from the cryo-EM structure based
on the protein sequence and general structure data for individual aminoacids.6
The most popular structure-determination method, X-ray crystallography, also
employs computer modeling principles to interpret the experimental data.7 An
atomistic model is built based on the electron density map, which is constructed
from the experimental X-ray diffraction data after solving the phase problem.
The structural model and the electron density map are then recursively refined
to fit the diffraction data. The NMR-based structures are in fact also structural
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computer models built upon the NMR-derived distance restraints.7
The protein and nucleic acid structures derived from X-ray crystallography,
NMR, or cryo-EM can be used to build atomistic computer models where the
connection to the experimental data is more indirect. Typically, such a computer
structural model consists of an energy function, which assigns energy to a given
3D coordinates of the atoms based on physical principles. Investigation of enzyme
catalysis using structural computer models relies largely on transition state theory
(TST). According to TST, the reaction rate of an elementary reaction step can
be related to a free energy difference between the stable state and the transition
state on the reaction path towards the next stable state (∆G ). Commonly, this
relation between the temperature-dependent reaction rate constant k(T ) and the
free energy needed to reach the transition state ∆G is expressed by the Eyring-
Polanyi equation:









where T is the absolute temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant, h is the
Planck constant and ζ in the transmission coefficient, which corresponds to the
probability of being reactive once the system reaches the transition state. When
dealing with a complex, often multistep, reaction pathway of an enzyme, the
computer-model-derived free energy difference between the lowest stable state and
the highest transition state can be taken as ∆G and related to the experimentally
determined reaction rate through the equation (1.1).
Movements in biomolecule structures can be modeled, for example, based on
classical physics within molecular-mechanical (MM) force fields. Simply put,
in the MM models, the atoms are represented as charged spheres connected by
springs. Especially popular field of use of MM models are the molecular dynamics
(MD) approaches where dynamic behavior at finite temperature is studied at
atomistic detail in relation to time. MD techniques using MM models were used
to study conformational changes, membrane transport, protein folding or ligand
binding, to name just a few.8
For studying chemical reactions, in particular enzyme catalysis interesting for
biochemists, the MM approaches are insufficient, since the classical representation
of atoms cannot properly describe chemical transitions. Quantum-mechanical
(QM) methods explicitly describe the quantum-physical nature of the electrons
and thus model the chemical bonding more realistically than the classical springs
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in MM. Although approaches that can treat whole proteins on QM level are
emerging thanks to the development of high-performance computer clusters and
highly-parallelized algorithms,9 big QM models are still far from routine use.
Furthermore, it is often handy to restrict the degrees of freedom in the model in
order to concentrate on one particular aspect of the problem. Therefore, hybrid
QM/MM models are usually used to model the reactions in biochemistry.10 In
QM/MM, a reasonably chosen reaction site is treated on QM level, while the rest
of the biomolecule (usually enzyme) is treated on much computationally cheaper
MM level. A large variety of techniques can be used to find reaction pathways
within QM and QM/MM models of enzymes. These techniques together with
more detailed description of various enzyme models are reviewed in detail in
Manuscript A.
It is not always necessary to model the movements of the biomolecules in order
to understand their properties. For instance, proton or electron transfer can
be studied using continuum-electrostatic methods combined with Monte Carlo
approaches.11 In continuum electrostatics, the surroundings of a biomolecule is
modeled as high-dielectricity continuum, while the atoms of the biomolecule are
modeled as point charges in low-dielectricity continuum. Outcome of continuum-
electrostatic methods can be also used to build kinetic models of electron transfer
in large protein complexes.12
In this thesis, I use the continuum electrostatics to determine protonation be-
havior of the enzyme active sites prior to employing QM/MM techniques. The
techniques to model enzyme catalysis are thoroughly reviewed in Manuscript A.
The Python-based conjugate peak refinement (PyCPR) method for simulating
enzyme catalysis within QM/MM framework together with its implementation
and application examples is described in Manuscript B. Manuscripts C and D de-
scribe applications of continuum-electrostatic and QM/MM methods (including
PyCPR) to elucidate detailed catalytic mechanism of two bacterial enzymes in-
volved in aromatic compound metabolism, which is reviewed in the next chapter.
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2. Aromatic Compound Metabolism
The aromatic compounds are very stable cyclic chemical substances, many of
them of a particular smell, hence the name. Their stability is caused by a delo-
calized pi-electron system above and below the aromatic ring plane. Homocyclic
aromatic compounds contain one or more planar six-carbon benzene rings (C6H6).
Heterocyclic aromates contain nitrogen, oxygen or sulfur atoms in addition to the
carbons in their planar aromatic rings.
Aromatic compounds are crucial components in the chemistry of living or-
ganisms.13 Four protein aminoacids (phenylalanine, tyrosine, tryptophan and
histidine) are aromatic. All five nucleic acid bases (adenine, guanine, cytosine,
thymine and uracil) are heterocyclic aromates. Many essential enzyme cofactors,
such as flavines, porphyrines, quinols or folic acid have aromatic rings in their
structure. Furthermore, various aromatic secondary metabolites, such as lignins,
flavonoids or phenazines, are secreted into the environment by bacteria, fungi and
plants.14–16 The anabolism of aromatic compounds will be reviewed below.
Although many derivatized aromatic compounds are biogenic, others, often
originating from human activity, are classified as dangerous environmental pol-
lutants. The aromatic hydrocarbons have tendency to accumulate in soil, water
and atmosphere.17 Accumulation of aromates in the environment poses serious
threat to human health, since mono- and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons of-
ten have toxic, mutagenic and carcinogenic properties caused by their interac-
tion with DNA, RNA and proteins.18 The major monoaromatic pollutants are
benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylenes (often jointly abbreviated as BTEX).
The sources of BTEX in environment are traffic emissions, spills during the petrol
transport and tobacco smoke.19 BTEX either accumulate in the atmosphere, or
are dissolved in the groundwater and thus pose danger to human health.20 The
more complex polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are formed from organic
substances at high temperature, e.g. during forest fires or fuel combustion, but
13
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also during meat barbecuing or tobacco smoking.21 The PAHs are usually unsol-
uble due to their hydrophobicity and adsorption to the sediments and thus their
bioavailibility is limited. In spite of the chemical stability of the aromatic hydro-
carbons, bacteria (and to lesser extend archea and fungi)18 developed strategies
to break down the aromatic rings and degrade the aromates in soil or groundwa-
ter into simple metabolites that can be used as carbon and energy sources, such
as acetyl-coenzyme A. The catabolic strategies towards aromate degradation will
be reviewed further below.
2.1 Biosynthesis of Aromatic Compounds
Although humans and other animals can synthesize aromatic heterocycles of nu-
cleobases de novo,22 they are unable to assemble the homocyclic benzene rings.23
Aromatic aminoacids and various aromatic enzyme cofactor precursors have to
thus be ingested in the animal diet, although they can be further derivatized in
the animal metabolism.13 Humans are, for example, able to synthesize tyrosine
by phenylalanine hydroxylation and further transform the tyrosine into thyroid
hormones, adrenalin or dopamine. Plants, fungi and bacteria, on the other hand,
possess metabolic pathways to synthesize the homocyclic biogenic aromates.23
Bacteria can in addition be genetically engineered to overproduce the aromatic
compounds, which are further processed in pharmaceutical, food and chemical
industry.24 I mainly focus on bacterial anabolism of aromatic compounds in this
section.
The synthesis of nucleic acid bases is highly conserved in evolution from bac-
teria to humans.25 Heterocyclic purine nucleobases (adenine and guanine) are
assembled in one or few atom steps from simple compounds.22 Pyrimidine bases
(cytosine, thymine, uracil) are synthesized starting with condensation of aspartate
and carbomoyl phosphate. Heterocyclic aromatic aminoacid histidine is synthe-
sized from ATP and phosphoribose pyrophosphate.13 The majority of benzene-
ring-containing aromates is derived from erythrose and phospohoenolpyruvate
through the shikimic acid pathway in bacteria.14 Bacterial secondary metabolites
aromatic polyketines are made by malonyl-CoA polymerization through polyke-
tine pathway.26 Furthermore, the benzene ring of the tricyclic isoalloxazine in
flavines is derived from condensation of two guanine-derived dimethyllumazines.27
In the shikimic acid pathway23 (Figure 2.1), a hexacarbon ring is formed from
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Figure 2.1. Shikimic acid pathway (highlighted by a green background) and con-
secutive biosynthesis pathways of aromatic aminoacids and phenazines in bacteria.
Reactions catalyzed by PhzF studied in Manuscript C are highlighted by a violet back-
ground.
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erythrose and phospohoenolpyruvate and another phospohoenolpyruvate is at-
tached to a meta hydroxy group of the shikimate to form chorismate. Choris-
mate is a central intermediate on the way to aromatic aminoacids phenylala-
nine, tyrosine and tryptophan. Chorismate can be isomerized to prephenate,
which is subsequently decarboxylated 4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate or decarboxy-
lated and dehydroxylated to phenylpyruvate. These oxo acids are transformed
to tyrosin and phenylalanine by transamination. Chorismate can be transformed
to 2-aminobenzoate (anthranilate), which is then ribosilated on the nitrogen. In
next steps, the five-membered pyrrole ring is closed forming indole side chain of
tryptophan.
2.1.1 Phenazines
Another pathway towards a group of aromatic secondary metabolites – phenazines
– begins from the chorismate as well (Figure 2.1).28 Phenazines are important
bacterial secondary metabolites with antibiotic, virulence and oxidation-reduction
properties.29 Over 100 phenazine derivatives are produced by a wide variety of
bacterial species, although the phenazine metabolism of Pseudomonas species is
probably the most well studied one.16 In general, the phenazines secreted into
the environment have primarily an antibiotic role that should promote competi-
tive survival of the phenazine-producing bacteria. For instance, the oldest known
phenazine pyocyanin was identified as a virulence factor of the opportunistic
pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa in lungs of cystic fibrosis patients.30 The py-
ocyanin levels during the lung infection are correlated with lower incidence of
yeast infections.31,32 Other members of the Pseudomonas species living in soil
also produce high amounts of phenazine derivatives.33,34 These pseudomonads
are forming biofilms on the roots of wheat and might be responsible for the
wheat survival in arid environments.
The essence of phenazine function lies in their properties as electron carriers.
In Pseudomonas aeruginosa, the phenazines may serve as terminal electron ac-
ceptors in fermentation metabolism and carry the electrons to the extracellular
space, thereby supporting anaerobic survival of the bacterium.35 In hand with
this electron carrier function of phenazines goes the proposal that the antibiotic
and virulence properties of phenazines are associated with formation of reactive
oxygen species (ROS).16 The reduced phenazines secreted to extracellular space
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might get oxidized by molecular oxygen and thereby the ROS can emerge.
The phenazine biosynthetic pathway (Figure 2.1), which is catalyzed by a
series of phzBDEFG enzymes in Pseudomonas,28 begins with an introduction
of amino group to the chorismate and the ester group hydrolysis to a hydroxy
group catalyzed by PhzE and PhzD, respectively. The resulting 2,3-dihydro-
3-hydroxyanthranilate (DHHA) is isomerized to 6-amino-5-oxo-2-cyclohexene-1-
carboxylate (AOCHC) by the PhzF.36 In principle, the two AOCHCs might con-
dense to a tricyclic product in the interdomain space of the PhzF dimer. In reality,
the condensation is most likely catalyzed by another enzyme PhzB.37 The tri-
cyclic precursor is further oxidized to form first aromatic phenazines. Phenazine-
dicarboxylic acid – PDC and phenazine-1-carboxylic acid – PCA are considered
to be central precursors of further phenazine derivates, such as above mentioned
pyocyanin.28 The mechanistic details of many steps of phenazine biosynthesis
are still to be unreveled. In Manuscript C, the detailed mechanism of the PhzF
enzyme is revealed.
2.2 Biodegradation of Aromatic Compounds
Although some fungi and algae are also able to degrade the aromatic com-
pounds,18 I focus here on the bacterial metabolism. The bacterial aromatic com-
pound degradation strategies can be in general divided into aerobic and anaerobic
(Figure 2.2). When molecular oxygen is present, it is used not only as a terminal
electron acceptor, but also as a co-substrate in the process of aromatic compound
degradation. In anaerobic conditions, in contrast, the aromatic ring is reduced in
the central dearomatization step. In both cases, the initial aromatic compounds
taken-up from the environment are derivatized to central intermediates, which
are then dearomatized and subsequently further degraded to simple metabolites
in oxidative processes.17 Similar degradation principles are applied to degrada-
tion of simple monocyclic aromates, as well as complex PAHs in the aerobic
environment.18 The anaerobic degradation pathways have so far been studied far
less then their aerobic counterparts. Although it has been shown that anaero-
bic bacteria can degrade heavier PAHs, only the degradation of monoaromatic
compounds and diaromatic naphthalene has been described in more detail.38
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Figure 2.2. Degradation fates of benzoate under aerobic and anaerobic conditions.
So-called hybrid pathway shares the activation step with anaerobic pathways, yet uses
molecular oxygen instead of reduction for the key dearomatization step. The reaction
catalyzed by BamB discussed in Manuscript D is highlighted by green background.
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2.2.1 Aerobic Degradation Pathways
In oxidative environment, the aromatic compounds are first hydroxylated by
monooxygenases or dioxygenases. The monooxygenases cleave the O2 molecule
by reducing one of the oxygens to H2O and insert the second oxygen atom into
the substrate.39 Usually, at least two monooxygenation steps are needed before
the aromatic ring can be cleaved. The dioxygenases are able to attach both oxy-
gen atoms in one step to the aromatic ring in a reductive process that leads to
cis-dihydrodiols.40 The resulting central intermediates are catechols or hydroxy-
substituted aromatic acids. The activated central intermediates are dearoma-
tized in the process of ortho or meta cleavage catalyzed by dioxygenases.41 The
linearized hydrocarbon chain is further degraded to produce energy and/or pre-
cursors for anabolic pathways. In case of polyaromates, the aromatic rings are
usually cleaved and degraded one by one.21
2.2.2 Anaerobic Degradation Pathways
Due to the rapid oxygen depletion in the soil, the aerobic degradation of the
aromatic compounds is often not possible.20 The anaerobic bacteria living in the
anoxic soil layers, nevertheless, developed strategies how to break the aromatic
rings in anaerobic conditions. These bacterial cultures have to use alternative ter-
minal electron acceptors to the molecular oxygen such as sulfate, nitrate, iron(III)
or carbon dioxide.42 As in the aerobic case, the aromatic ring is first derivatized
to a central intermediate before the key dearomatization step. Although the aro-
matic ring can be hydroxylated as well in the anaerobic environment in some
cases,43 the hydroxy groups are removed prior to the central reductive dearom-
atization the majority of the anaerobic aromate degradation pathways.44 The
aromatic substrate is initially activated by carboxylation, fumarate insertion or
phosphorylation.17 Subsequently, a carboxy group adjacent to the aromatic ring
is thioesterified by a coenzyme A (CoA) and the central intermediate such as
benzoyl-CoA is thus formed. The aromatic ring of the central intermediate is
reduced and subsequently cleaved into acetyl-CoA pieces in a repetitive sequence
of hydrolysis and oxidation similar to fatty acid β-oxidation (Figure 2.2 right col-
umn).45 Alternatively, in a so-called hybrid pathway, the typical anaerobic central
intermediates such as benzoyl-CoA or phenylacetyl-CoA can be monooxygenated
to ring epoxides under aerobic conditions (see Figure 2.2 in the middle).46,47 The
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destabilized ring is subsequently hydrolytically cleaved and degraded in the β-
oxidation fashion as in the other cases. Is has been proposed that bacteria might
apply this hybrid strategy under sufficient oxygen levels, while they switch to the
reductive dearomatization in cases of oxygen depletion.48
The dearomatization step of the anaerobic aromate degradation has mainly
been studied on benzoyl-CoA as a model central intermediate. Two distinct
classes of benzoyl-CoA reductases (BCRs) have been described in literature. The
BCR-I class enzymes from facultative anaerobes contain iron-sulfur clusters and
require two molecules of ATP for the two-electron reduction step.49 The BCR-
I reduces the benzoyl-CoA by a stepwise radical mechanism.50 In contrast, the
BCR-II class from strict anaerobes catalyzes ATP-independend two-electron re-
duction of the aromatic ring.45 The source of energy of this endergonic step is so
far not clear. It has been proposed that either membrane potential or flavin-based
electron bifurcation can be the driving force for the dearomatization.51 In the bi-
furcation scheme, the two electrons from a single source (such as FADH2) are
conducted in two directions through chains of single electron transporters such
as iron-sulfur centers or hemes.52 On one side, exergonic reduction of a standard
electron acceptor such as NAD+ takes place, while on the second site the en-
dergonic reduction of the substrate (here benzoyl-CoA) occurs. The unfavorable
reaction of interest is thus driven by the favorable side reaction.
The best described BCR-II from iron-reducing bacterium Geobacter metallire-
ducens is part of a large eight-subunit complex BamBCDEFGHI (Bam stands
for benzoic acid metabolism).51 The BamB2C2 heterotetramer that contains the
catalytic BamB subunit has been structurally characterized.53 BamB contains a
tungstopterin (WPT) cofactor in the active site. An iron-sulfur center in WPT
proximity connects the active site to the electron conduit network of the whole
protein complex. The detailed mechanism of benzoyl-CoA reduction was un-
clear till now, also because of uncertainties in the tungsten ligand sphere. In
Manuscript D, I performed extensive computational investigation of mechanistic
possibilities of benzoyl-CoA reduction by BamB. In the next chapter, I put BamB
into the context of other tungsten enzymes known so far.
3. Tungsten Enzymes
Tungsten, a third row transition metal with atomic number 74, is the heaviest
element with a biogenic role. The living organisms started to utilize tungsten
as a redox-active element in the enzyme active sites already in an early stage of
evolution.54 The reason for adaptation of such a rare element might be that the
tungsten ion can cycle between three oxidation states (IV, V and VI) under the
physiological conditions and thus represents a bridge between one-electron and
two-electron redox biochemistry. On the dawn of life on Earth, soluble tungsten
sulfides were available in the predominantly reductive environment.55 In later
stages of evolution, when molecular oxygen levels in the environment begun to
rise, the oxygen-sensitive tungsten enzymes could have been exchanged by more
stable molybdenum equivalents.The aerobic organisms including humans employ
molybdenum enzymes, while the strictly anaerobic bacteria and archea retained
the tungsten enzymes. Although many tungsten enzymes seem to be evolutionary
older homologues of molybdenum enzymes with a similar role in the metabolism,
some of them have unique function, mainly in extremophilic organisms. Among
the unique tungsten enzymes are acetylene hydratase56 from Pelobacter acetyleni-
cus and also benzoyl-CoA reductase BamB fromGeobacter metallireducens, which
was studied in detail in Manuscript D. Both above mentioned tungsten enzymes
play a key role in the carbon metabolism of the strictly anaerobic organisms that
express them, since acetylene hydratase enables Pelobacter acetylenicus to grow
solely on acetylene57 and BamB enables Geobacter metallireducens to grow solely
on benzoate.45
3.1 Tungstopterin Cofactor
In all the tungsten enzymes known so far, the tungsten ion is coordinated by
two pyranopterin cofactors (Figure 3.1), which are synthesized from GTP and
cystein sulfur.58 The tricyclic pyranopterin cofactor (pyranopterin-dithiolate) is
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composed of bicyclic pterin moiety fused with a pyran ring, which binds two
thiol groups on neighboring double-bonded carbons. The thiolates serve as lig-
ands of the tungsten ion. The tricyclic pyranopterin moiety is either linked to
a methylphosphate group, or it forms a larger dinucleotide-like structure with
methyldiphosphate and guanosine (R group in Figure 3.1). Furthermore, the
tungsten is coordinated by one or two additional ligands that differ among the
enzymes (L1 and L2 and inset table in Figure 3.1). The tungsten ion together
with all its ligands forms a tungstopterin cofactor (WPT).
Figure 3.1. The tungstopterin cofactor is consisted of the central tungsten ion, two
pyranopterins and one or two additional ligands (L1 and L2), where one of them is
a small inorganic ligand and the other can be a protein residue. In the inset table,
the nature of ligands L1 and L2 in the reduced form of different tungsten enzymes is
summarized (AOR – aldehyde oxydoreductase, FDH – formate dehydrogenase, AH –
acetylene hydratase, BamB – benzoyl-CoA reductase). In addition, the pyranopterins
in some tungsten enzymes are bound to a guanosine side chain, while in other tung-
sten enzymes, they have just an inorganic phosphate at the same position (R). The
pyranopterins can either both occur in the reduced tetrahydropterin form (a), or one
of them, which is distal to the iron sulfur cluster, can be oxidized to the dihydropterin
form (b) in some tungsten enzymes.59
Two parts of the pyranopterin are potentially redox active – the dithiolate
part and the pterin part. It has been shown that the pterin part of the two
pyranopterins can occur in different oxidation states is some crystal structures59
(see the difference between Figure 3.1 a and b) and sometimes the pyran ring can
be even oxidatively opened by cleavage of the bond between pyran oxygen and
the middle ring carbon.60,61 Moreover, pyranopterin radical has been detected
by EPR spectroscopy.62 Despite some researchers designate the pyranopterin as
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a non-innocent ligand due to these hints,63 little is known about its actual role
in catalysis. The redox activity of the pyranopterins can presumably facilitate
the electron transfer from iron-sulfur centers, which commonly accompany the
tungstopterin cofactor, to the tungsten ion.64 My calculations on tungstoenzyme
BamB (Manuscript D) show that the pyranopterin cofactor might even serve as
an electron buffer and reduce the tungsten forming a radical cation in case of
electron shortage.
3.2 Mechanisms of Tungsten Enzymes
The so-far characterized tungsten enzymes catalyze a diverse variety of redox re-
actions and even one nonredox hydratation reaction. First structurally character-
ized tungsten enzyme belonged to the aldehyde oxidoreductase (AOR) family.65
AORs catalyze oxidation of aldehydes to the corresponding carboxylic acids.66
In the resting state, the tungsten ion in the AOR active site is coordinated,
in addition to the two pyranopterins, to an oxo ligand. In course of cataly-
sis, the aldehyde is bound to the tungsten through its oxygen as a sixth lig-
and and the other oxygen is bound to the carbonyl carbon forming a carboxy-
late.67 Glyceraldehyde-3-prosphate:ferredoxin oxidoreductase is the only AOR
with known specific metabolic function – it is a part of an alternative Embden-
Meyerhof glycolysis pathway.68 Other AORs were reported to have a broad sub-
strate spectrum of small69 and larger70 aldehydes and their metabolic role re-
mains unclear.
The tungsten-containing formate dehydrogenase (FDH) from Desulfovibrio gi-
gas is oxidizing formate to carbon dioxide.71 The tungsten ion is coordinated by
a selenocysteine residue and a hydrogensulfido ligand in the resting state. In the
so-called “sulfur-shift” mechanism of FDH,72 the selenocysteine is first displaced
from the tungsten by the formate, which is ligated to the metal through one of its
oxygens. The selenocysteine forms a disulfide-bridge-like structure with the inor-
ganic sulfido ligand of the tungsten ion. The fumarate is oxidized by the tungsten
and deprotonated by the selenocysteine and a carbon dioxide is released.
N-formylmethanofuran dehydrogenase plays a key role in CO2 reduction in
methanogenes and in general catalyses a reverse process to the reaction of FDH.73
A molecule of carbon dioxide is fused with methanofuran in a reductive process
forming N-formylmethanofuran. Very recently solved crystal structure74 of N-
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formylmethanofuran dehydrogenase from Methanothermobacter wolfeii revealed
that the enzyme contains two active sites connected by a 35Å long channel. The
first active site contains tungstopterin with similar ligand composition as the
one of FDH, only the selenocysteine ligand of the tungsten ion is replaced by a
cysteine. It was proposed that CO2 is reduced to formate at the tungsten site
and then channeled to a Zn-Zn site where it is fused to the methanofuran.74 The
detailed mechanism of this remarkable reaction is, however, still to be unraveled.
Acetylene hydratase (AH) from Pelobacter acetylenicus is unique among tung-
sten and molybdenum enzymes, since it does not catalyze a net redox reaction.
Instead, it catalyzes hydratation of acetylene to acetaldehyde. Although the
AH is not redox active, a fully reduced state of the enzyme is required for the
catalysis.56 The active site tungsten ion is coordinated by two pyranopterins, a
cysteine residue and a water molecule.75 A second shell mechanism, where the
water molecule performs a nucleophilic attack on the triple bond of the acety-
lene with assistance of a nearby protonated aspartate, was proposed.75 Other
researchers proposed a first shell mechanism instead, where the aqua ligand is
displaced by the acetylene, which is coordinated to the tungsten ion through the
pi-system of its triple bond.76 The carbons are then susceptible to an attack by a
hydroxy ion formed through water deprotonation by nearby aspartate. Which of
the mechanisms is the right one still remains to be resolved.
The tungsten-containing benzoyl-CoA reductase BamB described in Manu-
script D is also unusual among the tungsten and molybdenum enzymes. It does
not catalyze any oxygen atom transfer, nor it is probable that the bulky substrate
can directly be ligated to the tungsten ion. The active site is similar to FDH or
AH – the tungsten is coordinated by a cysteine and a small ligand in addition
to the two pyranopterins. The small inorganic ligand, however, remained un-
resolved when the enzyme structure was determined by X-ray crystalography.53
When investigating the mechanistic details of benzoyl-CoA reduction by BamB,
I considered four potential candidates for the unresolved ligand, including di-
atomic CO and CN proposed by EXAFS spectroscopy53 together with common
sulfur and oxygen (Manuscript D). According to my calculations, an aqua ligand
seems to support the most plausible reaction mechanism and the BamB active
site might thus resemble the one of the acetylene hydratase. An electron from
the tungsten center along with a proton from the aqua ligand are transferred
to the aromatic ring forming a radical intermediate. The second reduction step
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is promoted by a proton transfer from nearby histidine residue. The proposed
mechanism of BamB, a formal hydride transfer in two steps, is in line with the
two-electron chemistry commonly catalyzed by tungsten enzymes.
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4. Synopsis of the Manuscripts
The main theme of this thesis is development and application of computational
methods for studying mechanisms of enzyme catalysis, in particular mechanisms
of key steps in aromatic compound metabolism. Over the forty years of compu-
tational enzymology history, a vast number of approaches to study the details of
enzymatic mechanisms has been developed. The broad variety of computational
enzymology approaches has been summarized in a review article (Manuscript A).
Unfortunately, diverse scientific groups implement their newly developed compu-
tational methods in different software packages. This limits the applicability of
otherwise interesting methods, because some method combinations are impossi-
ble to achieve. Conjugate peak refinement (CPR) method is a robust approach to
locate transition state structures along the reaction pathway in complex systems.
CPR has been, however, so far only implemented in the program CHARMM,
which was not freely available at the time when I begun the work on my the-
sis. Furthermore, a proper usage of CHARMM, especially with hybrid QM/MM
methods, is not always straightforward. Therefor, I participated on modification
and implementation of the CPR method into a modern python-based framework
pDynamo. The modified CPR implementation (called PyCPR) together with two
application examples and a comparison to a broadly used nudged elastic band
(NEB) method is described in Manuscript B. PyCPR completed the toolbox of
QM/MM and continuum-electrostatic methods, which was used to investigate
reactions involved in aromatic compound metabolism. Continuum electrostatics
was used to determine protonation behavior of the proteins and their cofactors
and also energetics of protonation from solvent within the reaction energy profiles.
Reaction path alternatives were studied in the hybrid QM/MM environment and
the PyCPR was used to locate the transition states.
In Manuscript B, a better highest transition state of the radical decarboxyla-
tion of 4-hydroxyphenylacetate than previously reported is found using PyCPR.
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PhzF described in Manuscript C is part of the phenazine biosynthesis pathway.
The aromatic phenazines serve as electron transporters and have antibiotic prop-
erties that promote survival of the phenazine-producing bacteria in competitive
environment. Together with our experimental collaborators, we were able to
clearly identify the mechanism of two subsequent isomerization steps catalyzed
by PhzF. The BamB enzyme described in Manuscript D is a benzoyl-CoA reduc-
tase. Since benzoyl-CoA is a central intermediate of aromatic acid degradation
metabolism in anaerobic bacteria, the knowledge of BamB mechanism is of high
interest. Moreover, the BamB is able to reduce the aromatic ring without the
usage of ATP. Instead, it is part of a large electron transfer complex (BamB-I)
and contains an unusual tungstopterin cofactor in the active site. I was able to
find the most feasible mechanism alternative and, in addition, bring more light
into a question of uncertain small inorganic ligand of the tungsten in the active
site.
Manuscript A: Computational Biochemistry – Enzyme Mechanisms
Explored. Approaches to unravel the detailed mechanisms of enzyme catalysis
using computer models are discussed in this review article. The field of com-
putational biochemistry is put into a broader context of biochemical research
and the indispensable role of computations as a complement to the experimental
techniques is emphasized. We first list various structural model environments
used to study the enzyme mechanisms together with their strengths and lim-
its. In the second part, we describe the methods for calculation of kinetic and
thermodynamic parameters of enzyme mechanisms. In particular, we discuss the
approaches for obtaining the reaction pathway on the potential energy landscapes
and the methods to get proper free energy estimates.
Manuscript B: PyCPR – a python-based implementation of the Con-
jugate Peak Refinement (CPR) algorithm for finding transition state
structures. When investigating the enzyme mechanism details, a crucial task
is to identify stable intermediate structures and transition state structures that
lie between them. The free energy difference between a stable structure and the
transition state structure on the way to the next stable state determines the rate
of this transformation. A structural computer model (such as hybrid QM/MM
model of an enzyme) assigns potential energy to a given structure and calculates
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its derivatives. The energies of all possible conformations and chemical transfor-
mations of a molecular system plotted against atom coordinates form so-called
potential energy surface (PES). The PES can be seen as a landscape with valleys
and mountain passes (saddle points) that represent stable states and transition
states. CPR is a method that identifies the minimum energy reaction pathway by
locating the lowest saddle points on the path between two stable states. Although
this powerful and robust method has been known for more than twenty years,
the only implementation in the CHARMM program is far from easy to use.
In Manuscript B, we revise the theory behind the CPR method and thoroughly
describe the new PyCPR implementation into a versatile python-based framework
pDynamo. The CPR uses similar formalism as the conjugate gradient minimizer
with an additional term to stay conjugate to the reaction path vector. Every
cycle, the PyCPR algorithm first increases the discretization of the current reac-
tion path by linear interpolation and picks to global energy maximum for saddle
point optimization. The chosen structure is maximized along the path vector
and subsequently minimized along the conjugate of steepest gradient direction,
the path vector and the previous line minimization vector. In ideal case, the
saddle point should be located in one cycle. In practice, especially for complex
systems like enzymes, the saddle point optimization has to be broken due to the
lost of conjugacy to the path vector. The semi-optimized structure is nevertheless
added to the path and new CPR cycle starts. By an iterative process the path
vector around the saddle point is improved and the saddle point is occasionally
located. The high energy path points that cannot by optimized to saddle points
are deleted in course of the iterative process. The PyCPR terminates once all
maxima on the reaction path have been optimized to saddle points.
Our implementation provides a broad flexibility in algorithm parameter adjust-
ments and the pDynamo framework ensures that the PyCPR can easily be used
with different models (QM, MM, QM/MM) and combined with various other
methods. To demonstrate the strength of PyCPR, two examples of application
together with comparison to a broadly used NEB method are presented in Man-
uscript B. The gauche to anti-periplanar transition in butane is presented as a
proof-of-concept example. In the second example, the difficult radical enzymatic
decarboxylation of 4-hydroxyphenylacetate is revised. It is shown that PyCPR
performs equivalently to NEB in the majority of the steps, yet it is able to locate
the proper transition state for the rate-limiting final step where the NEB previ-
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ously failed. In the end of Manuscript B, a practical guide how to use the PyCPR
to efficiently find the reaction pathway is provided. Further two applications of
the PyCPR method on yet unresolved mechanisms of enzymes participating in
aromatic compound anabolism and catabolism are discussed in Manuscripts C
and D, respectively.
Manuscript C: Mechanisms and Specificity of Phenazine Biosynthe-
sis Protein PhzF. In this work, a combination of computational and exper-
imental approaches is used to probe mechanistic alternatives of PhzF – an en-
zyme that is part of the biosynthetic pathway of tricyclic aromatic phenazines.
PhzF catalyzes a two step isomerization of 2,3-dihydro-3-hydroxy anthranilate
(DHHA) to 6-amino-5-oxo-2-cyclohexene-1-carboxylic acid (AOCHC). The first
step is a suprafacial [1,5]-hydrogen shift between C3 and C1 of DHHA producing
a metastable enol intermediate, which is subsequently tautomerized to the ketone
product. Previous NMR experiments suggested a sigmatropic shift mechanism
for the first step, while the mutagenesis experiments underlined crucial role of an
active site glutamate (E45) in catalysis.
I performed continuum electrostatic calculations of the PhzF structure and
found out that E45 has titration midpoint shifted to 9 in closed substrate-bound
structure, while it remains around 5 in an open substrate-free structure. This
shift indicates on high proton affinity of E45 once the substrate is bound. Sub-
sequent QM/MM calculations confirm the crucial role of E45 as a proton shuttle
in the first step. The sigmatropic shift with a direct proton transfer between
the C3 and C1 shows prohibitive energy barriers, presumably due to the strain
in four-membered ring of the transition state. The first step intermediate state
with carbanion on the substrate and protonated E45 turns out to be quite la-
bile, which could explain the unlikeliness of the proton exchange with the solvent
and the previous interpretation of the macroscopic process as a sigmatropic shift.
The kinetic measurements and my calculations show that E45D mutant is inac-
tive. The proximity of protonated carboxyl to the carbanion in the intermediate
state is obviously crucial for the proton transfer process, since the intermediate
with protonated aspartate has much higher energy compared to the wild-type
intermediate with glutamate. The QM/MM calculations further reveal a role of
PhzF in the tautomerization step, where E45 together with a tightly bound water
molecule is involved in the enol-ketone proton transfer in addition. These findings
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are corroborated by Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) NMR measurements done
by our collaborators that suggest on stereospecific tautomerization. The overall
barrier of the calculated energy profile corresponds perfectly to the experimental
kinetic data presented together with my computational data in Manuscript C. In
addition, a large kinetic isotope effect on C3-deuterated DHHA indicates that the
initial proton abstraction is rate-limiting, as the QM/MM calculations predicted.
In addition, my calculations are able to explain that the modified substrate (2,3-
dihydro-3-dihydroxy salicylic acid) is not metabolized due to a decrease in acidity
of the C3-bound hydrogen.
Manuscript D: Breaking the Aromaticity – Computational Insights
Into Benzoyl-CoA Reduction by the Tungsten Enzyme BamB. This
work deals with a reversible mechanism of tungsten-containing benzoyl-CoA re-
ductase from strict anaerobic bacterium Geobacter metallireducens. X-ray crysta-
lography was not able to unequivocally identify a small inorganic ligand (denoted
X), which points towards the substrate and thus might play a crucial role in the
reduction of the aromatic ring. The ligand X can be either sulfur or oxygen,
common small ligands of tungsten enzymes, or a diatomic ligand such as cyanide
or carbon monoxide, as suggested by an EXAFS study.
I performed continuum-electrostatic calculations and found a connection between
substrate binding, tungsten oxidation state and active site protonation. Then I
investigated a large number of mechanism scenarios in QM/MM environment
with respect to tungsten oxidation state, ligand X nature and proton donor iden-
tity. Based on the calculation results, we are able to propose an aqua ligand
as the most probable ligand X with reversible and energetically feasible reaction
energy profile. An aqua ligand stabilizes low oxidation numbers of the tungsten
and thus enables its reduction before the actual reaction. In the first reduction
step, the coordinated water donates one proton to the substrate and a radi-
cal intermediate is formed. The second reduction step is accompanied by proton
transfer from an active site histidine side chain. Although we found some promis-
ing reaction energy profiles for sulfur and cyanide as ligand X, they had to be
ruled-out when analyzing the catalytic cycle in broader context. The sulfur lig-
and shows reversible energy profile only with double protonation. However, it is
thermodynamically unfeasible to get the dihydrosulfate ligand in the regenerative
phase of the catalytic cycle. The problem of the cyanide ligand is its protonated
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form, which turns out to be an unavoidable thermodynamic trap. The proposed
reversible mechanism involving aqua ligand as proton donor is in line with avail-
able experimental findings. My calculations also suggest on unprecedented direct
involvement of the pyranopterin cofactor in the catalytic process.
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